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ABSTRACT

Malicious activities and alterations in integrated circuits
have raised serious concerns to government agencies and
semiconductor industry. The added functionality, known as
hardware Trojan, poses great detection and isolation chal-
lenges. This paper presents a novel layout-aware scan-cell re-
ordering method to localize design switching into a specific
region and improve hardware Trojan detection. The pro-
posed method forms scan chains by considering the physical
information of scan cells. The new scan architecture allows
activating any target region and keeping others quiet. This
will help magnify Trojan impact on total circuit transient
power. Random patterns are used to generate switching in
the target regions. The proposed method is aimed at im-
proving the efficiency of power-based side-channel analysis
methods for detecting hardware Trojans. The experimen-
tal results show that our proposed method significantly in-
creases Trojan-to-circuit power consumption ratio.

1 Introduction

Design and fabrication of Integrated Circuits (ICs) are
becoming increasingly vulnerable to malicious activities and
alterations with globalization. These vulnerabilities have
raised serious concerns regarding possible threats to many
critical applications. The third party responsible for design
or fabrication can maliciously change the design by insert-
ing extra logic. Such a logic, called hardware Trojan, in a
genuine design can be inserted before fabrication such that
the design will either fail in the field or act as a backdoor
to transmit secret data to adversary [1][2]. Therefore, con-
fidence in imported products is a serious concern especially
in mission-critical applications.

Having the knowledge of IC fabrication and testing, an
adversary can design a Trojan that cannot to be activated
and detected with traditional functional and structural test.
However, side-channel signal analysis techniques over power,
time, and EM emanation have proved to be highly effec-
tive in extracting information about the internal operation
of design [3][4][5]. In a power-based side-channel analysis,
it is possible to extract Trojan signal by monitoring power

pads/ports even in presence of various types of noise, includ-
ing measurement noise, ambient noise, and other random
signal variations that manifest themselves during the circuit
operation. Some other kinds of approaches are presented in
[6][7][8][9]. Authors in [10] present a detailed taxonomy for
Trojans and discuss the issues related to hardware Trojan
detection and isolation. We refer reader to [10] for details
on the Trojan taxonomy and Trojan examples.

Several methods based on analyzing transient
circuit power to detect Trojans are presented in
[11][12][13][14][15][16]. The proposed methods are highly
dependent on the effectiveness of patterns to magnify Trojan
contribution into circuit power consumption. However, a
Trojan is expected to have little contribution to the circuit
power since either the size of Trojan is too small or circuit
activity is high that masks Trojan impact on power signals.
Regional activation, in which transitions are limited to a
target region of circuit while other regions are kept quiet,
is an effective way to increase the ratio of Trojan to circuit
power consumption.

1.1 Prior Work

Authors in [12] present a method to generate a power
fingerprint of genuine ICs considering various types of noise
in the circuit. Random patterns are applied to IC-Under-
Authentication (IUA) to generate a measurable difference
between the power profile of the genuine IC and IUA. How-
ever, the method cannot localize Trojans and its effective-
ness is limited when targeting small Trojans.

The proposed method in [13] is based on analyzing local
IDDT current from power ports on the target chip. To alle-
viate process variations impact during measurement, a cal-
ibration step is performed for each IUA before actual mea-
surement. Trojan-inserted designs are distinguished using
outlier analysis. However, the effectiveness of the method
is not evaluated for small Trojan circuits in large designs.
Further, calibration should be done for each IUA individu-
ally which may increase authentication time depending on
the number of calibration sites.

In [14][15], two methods are presented to detect and lo-
calize Trojan circuits. The methods are based on a test
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pattern generation technique to generate transitions in a tar-
get region while keeping other regions at minimum activity.
In the first method [14], a region is defined as a group of
a number of flip-flops. To induce activity in a region and
keep the other regions idle, random patterns are generated
and applied. Those patterns that meet a certain switching
threshold are selected and used for Trojan detection. In the
second method [15], a region is formed from a group of flip-
flops and gates which are logically related to a particular
function. Random patterns which limit activity in a tar-
get region are selected. The presented results compare how
much the selected test patterns are more effective than the
random patterns. However, there is the lack of presenting re-
sults to demonstrate the methods’ success in limiting activ-
ity in a target region, and whether the amount of switching
difference between Trojan-free and Trojan-inserted circuits
is sufficient, in practice, to distinguish the two circuits. Fur-
thermore, the results of the second method are presented for
small benchmarks with very low flip-flop count. In case of
s3271 benchmark with 116 flip-flops, the results show that
there is a small difference (about 2%) in switching activity
between Trojan-free and Trojan-inserted circuits.

In [16], the authors present a sustained vector technique.
A vector is applied to circuit and for several clock cycles
(up to 25) primary inputs are kept unchanged. In this way
all transitions in the circuit would be because of state bits
and it is expected after some clock cycles activities converge
to specific portion of circuit. By applying the next vector
another portion of circuit will be targeted. The method,
however, does not guarantee the entire circuit is explored
for Trojan detection.

In [17], we presented a multiple supply transient current
integration method to detect hardware Trojans in IUA. The
current is measured locally from various power pads or con-
trolled collapse chip connections (C4s) on the die. Random
patterns are applied to increase the switching in the circuit
in a test-per-clock fashion [18]. The method can be enhanced
by localizing switching activity using our layout-aware scan-
cell reordering method which will be described in details in
the following sections.

1.2 Contributions and Paper Organization

All the previously proposed power-based analyses to de-
tect Trojans lack an efficient localized switching generation
strategy. Note that we do not have any knowledge of the
size, type and location of Trojans in a circuit. This makes
Trojan detection extremely challenging when compared to
common fault detection problem. In this paper, we develop
a novel pattern application methodology to address this is-
sue.

In general, scan chains provide increased controllability
for circuit-under-test. It has been demonstrated that there
is a high correlation between switching activities in the in-
ternal nodes of a circuit and the transitions taking place in
the scan cells [19]. In this paper, a novel scan-cell reorder-
ing method is proposed to localize switching activity. The

Figure 1: Current integration method.

proposed method is layout-aware and can effectively restrict
switching activity within a target region. Experimental re-
sults show that by activating one region at a time, it is pos-
sible to considerably increase the ratio of Trojan-to-circuit
power consumption. Combined with the proposed method
in [17], it is shown that Trojan impact on circuit charge
can be magnified several times by localizing switching activ-
ity. We acknowledge that the scan-cell reordering method
can be used in combination with the methods proposed in
[11][12][13]

The paper is organized as following. A brief description
on our previously proposed multiple power supply transient
current integration method [17] is presented in Section 2.
Section 3 presents the proposed scan-cell reordering. Section
4 studies switching localization impact on Trojan detection.
In Section 5 impact of process variations on Trojan detection
is discussed. Experimental results are presented in Section
6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Overview of Current Integration Method

Circuit power is supplied by power pads/ports and re-
quired current is submitted to cells through power rails and
vias. The power vias connect upper power metal layers to
lower power lines which are connected to the cells. In [20],
it is shown that there is spatial relation between cells and
power vias which supply their required current. The major
portion of current in switching cells is supplied by the clos-
est power via. Like other cells, Trojan cells also obtain their
required current from the nearest power ports [11][13][17].
Based on this fact, measuring current locally through sev-
eral power pads/ports can greatly improve Trojan detection
and isolation using current/charge-based techniques.

Figure 1 shows our previously presented technique in [17].
Each power port of IC-under-authentication (IUA) is mea-
sured separately and compared with that of golden chips.
The golden chips are Trojan-free and identified using a com-
prehensive testing and side-channel analysis considering pro-
cess variations. The Trojan-free transient power characteris-
tic can be obtained by applying random patterns and mon-
itoring and analyzing the current consumption by probing
power ports. The same patterns are also applied to IUA.

The figure shows the current waveform of n number of
patterns applied to the chips. The figure also shows the
charge variations over time for all the current waveforms ob-
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tained after applying the patterns. The charge corresponds
to the area produced by each current waveform. Qn(t) de-
notes the accumulative charge after applying n patterns.
Qthr is the charge threshold to detect a Trojan which is
in fact the resolution measurement defined by the instru-
ment. When applying the patterns, the charge increases
and is compared continuously against the worst-case charge
calculated for golden chips (dash line in the figure). Once
the difference between the two curves, ∆Q, is greater than
Qthr we consider a Trojan is detected. In this paper, we
assume that the IUA has already been tested and is defect-
free. The number of patterns, n is expected to be very small
for large Trojans and large for very small Trojans.

By applying this method the small current difference be-
tween Trojan-inserted and Trojan-free circuits can be mag-
nified through the charge integration process. By applying
more number of patterns to the chip over time, larger cur-
rent (or charge) difference will be created. In the figure, the
curve with solid line shows the Trojan-inserted chips accu-
mulative charge.

Assume that Itrojan−free(t) and Itrojan−inserted(t) denote
the instantaneous supply current drawn by Trojan-free and
Trojan-inserted circuit at time t, respectively. The inte-
grated current at time t for Trojan-free and Trojan-inserted
circuits (Qtrojan−free(t) and Qtrojan−inserted(t)) can be ex-
pressed by the following equations (note that dQ = I × dt)

Qtrojan−free(t) =

∫

Itrojan−free(t)dt

Qtrojan−inserted(t) =

∫

Itrojan−inserted(t)dt

=

∫

(Itrojan−free(t) + Itrojan(t))dt

where Itrojan(t) denotes the current drawn by Trojan. Since
same pattern set is applied to both golden chips and chip
under authentication, the difference between Itrojan−free(t)
and Itrojan−inserted(t) comes from (1) the additional current
drawn by Trojan gates and (2) changes in the circuit current
due to process variations. By integrating the charge along
time axis for both chips, their cumulative difference at time
t can increase as more number of patterns are applied. Note
that process variations can increase or decrease current con-
sumption while a Trojan, if switches, will always increase
transient current in the circuit. Thus, integration method-
ology offers the advantage of alleviating process variations
impact on total transient current.

3 Scan Cell Reordering

3.1 Background

Power consumption in CMOS circuits is proportional to
the amount of switching that takes place in the cells [21].
The relative impact of a Trojan cell on the overall transient
current of design depends on the number of cells switching.
Given the probabilities of having 1 and 0 on Net i are Pi1
and Pi0, respectively, transition probability of the net will

be Pi = Pi1× Pi0. Transition on the net, as a random vari-
able Ti, can be modeled using geometric distribution with
parameter Pi. The geometric distribution is a discrete dis-
tribution for n = 0, 1, · · · having the probability function
Pi(n) = Pi × (1−Pi)

n [22] . The probability function states
that after n clock cycles, in (n + 1)th clock cycle, there will
be a transition on Net i. Based on geometric distribution,
on average, each (P−1

i − 1) clock cycles there will be one
transition on Net i.

Considering that a design consists of N nets, there are
T1, T2, · · · , TN random variables. There is one transition in
the design when there is at least one transition on one of the
nets. Further, time between every two consecutive transi-
tions in the design is close to a net of design which has the
minimum time interval between each two consecutive tran-
sitions. Assuming that transitions on nets are independent
geometric distribution variables with different parameter Pi,
transition in the design can be stated as

TDesign = MIN Ti where 1 ≤ i ≤ N

TDesign has geometric distribution with parameter PDesign

given by

PDesign = 1 −
∏

(1 − Pi)

For example, consider a design with 4 nets: Net 1 with
parameter P1 = 1

5
, Net 2 with P2 = 1

4
, Net 3 with P3 = 2

3
,

and Net 4 with P4 = 1
6
. Hence,

PDesign = 1 − ((1 −
1

5
) × (1 −

1

4
) × (1 −

2

3
) × (1 −

1

6
)) =

5

6

and, on average, after each ((5
6
)−1−1) = 0.2 clock cycle there

is one transition in the circuit. Therefore, it is expected that
in each clock cycle, design experiences 1

0.2
transitions, which

is called transition density. Transition density is defined as
the number of transitions occurring in a target area in each
clock cycle.

To evaluate impact of transition density on Trojan contri-
bution into circuit power consumption, suppose the design is
divided into two regions such that there are two nets in each
region: Net 1 and Net 2 are in region R1, and Net 3 and
Net 4 in region R2. Further, one region is active at a time
while the other one is kept idle. In this way, the probability
parameter of region R1 (PR1) is 1− ((1− 1

5
)× (1− 1

4
)) = 2

5
.

Therefore, on average, every ((2
5
)−1 − 1) = 1.5 clock cycles

there is one transition in the region R1. Transition den-
sity of region R1 is 1

1.5
, which in comparison with transition

density on the entire design, 1
0.2

, is about 7.5 times less. It
means that if Trojan is in region R1, one transition at Trojan
output is manifested among about 7.5 times less number of
transitions compared to when activating the entire design.
Therefore, Trojan impact can be significantly magnified if
just region R1 is activated instead of the entire design. In
the same manner, for region R2 the probability parameter
of region R2 (PR2) is 13

18
and each 0.38 clock cycle there is

one transition in the region R2. Transition density of region
R2 is 1

0.38
which is about 2 times less than activating the
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Figure 2: Layout-aware scan-cell reordering concept.

entire design. Therefore, by activating just R2, if Trojan is
inserted in region R2, its impact can be magnified several
times in comparison with activating the entire design.

In summary, localizing activity to specific region would in-
crease the relative impact of Trojan, which in turn increases
the sensitivity of current/charge-based detection techniques
[12][13][17].

3.2 Scan-Cell Reordering Technique

Switching activity in a circuit is a function of primary
inputs and scan cells. Due to low controllability, in large
designs, using only primary inputs would not be effective in
localizing switching activities. Scan architecture is proven
to provide easy access to cells in the circuit. During scan-
based testing, the total power consumption of the CUT is
highly correlated with the total number of transitions in the
scan cells. During scan insertion, scan cells are grouped into
a number of scan chains. They can be grouped based on
different criteria. For instance, Synopsys’s Design Compiler
simply groups scan cells alphabetically [23]. Since scan cells
are grouped without layout information, typically they are
scattered across the layout. Therefore, during test, many
gates can be activated at the same time. However, reorder-
ing of scan cells based on their geometric positions can sig-
nificantly restrict switching activity into a specific region.

Figure 2 shows the basic concept of layout-aware scan-
cell reordering. Assume that four scan chains are inserted
in the design. The method would form the chains such that
the scan cells placed in each selected region are connected to
each other. The objective is to ensure the scan chains have
same length but that is not a requirement. Such reordering

Figure 3: Traditional scan chains organization in s383 bench-
mark.

would increase the localized switching. The method allows
us to maximize switching in the target region (e.g. region
containing scan chain 4) while minimize switching in all the
other regions (1, 2, and 3). This would increase the Trojan-
to-circuit power consumption ratio and magnify Trojan im-
pact. Given the limitation on the number of pins used for
testing, when the number of regions is large, a compression-
like architecture including phase shifter is used.

As an example, Figure 3 shows the organization of scan
chains in s838 benchmark, where 32 scan cells are grouped
into two scan chains using Synopsys Design Compiler [24].
The figure shows that each chain, used to generate switch-
ing, would practically make the entire circuit experience
switching since each scan chain is distributed across the lay-
out. However, our proposed layout-aware scan-cell reorder-
ing method would localize switching in one region and limit
activation in other regions in the design. Our proposed pro-
cedure groups scan cells based on their final physical location
in layout. Due to the lack of placement information at front-
end phase during scan chain insertion, it is not possible to
group scan cells and arrange scan chains based on layout-
aware specific criteria. Therefore, we perform layout-aware
scan-cell reordering after placement and before routing.

The layout-aware scan-cell reordering procedure uses
placement information of scan cells to form scan chains. Al-
though the basic idea is applicable to any design environ-
ment, here, the procedure is implemented using Synopsys’s
Astro [25]. Figure 4 shows the proposed procedure which is
implemented by TCL in Synopsys’s Astro. First, the place-
ment information of cells is extracted. Then, the connec-
tions between scan cells, made using alphabetical order, are
removed. Based on the physical information and the number
of regions N , scan cells are connected to each other. Finally,
the netlist is updated with re-stitched cells to be considered
for routing.
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Figure 4: Layout-aware scan-cell reordering procedure.

The number of regions, N , determines the size of regions.
With large N , each region consists of less number of compo-
nents. Small region increases Trojan impact on design power
profile so it can magnify any transition in Trojan circuit.
However, small regions decease the probability of transition
in Trojan circuit since some of Trojan inputs can originate
from other regions which are kept inactive. Contradictory,
large regions can increase the probability of generating tran-
sition in Trojan circuit but Trojan impact can be lessened
due to decrease in Trojan-to-circuit transient power ratio.

To benefit from the advantages of both cases, it is sug-
gested to divide the design into smaller regions as much as
design constrains allow. It is possible to have a large region
by activating several small regions simultaneously (e.g. re-
gions 1 and 2 in Figure 2). To increase the probability of
generating transition in Trojan circuit, a large region can be
activated. To localize Trojan circuit, a large region can be
activated partially by activating one or some of its compos-
ing smaller regions.

Adversary can put Trojan cells in any region while their
inputs can come from several other regions which can make
Trojan detection hard. The probability of Trojan activa-
tion reduces by activating few numbers of regions. Further,
the Trojan-to-circuit power consumption ratio decreases by
activating more numbers of regions. In addition, trying
any combination of regional activation can be too time-
consuming in a design with large number of regions. As-
suming the design is divided into N regions, there are
(

(

N

1

)

+ · · · +
(

N

N

)

)

combinations of regions. However, in

practice it is not necessary to examine every combination
of regions.

The number of inputs of components is limited by tech-
nology library. Even adversary cannot develop and use a
component with high fan-in to reduce its activity since such
a component greatly impacts the delay characteristics of de-
sign. Based on this fact, given the largest number of inputs

Figure 5: Scan chain organization in s383 benchmark using
our layout-aware scan-cell reordering.

to a component in a technology library is Imax, the number

of combinations to try would be
(

(

N

1

)

+ · · · +
(

N

Imax

)

)

.

Consider s38417 layout is divided into 48 regions, and a
tester with clock frequency of 250MHz is used. If Imax=4, at
the first step, every region is examined individually, which
means 48 runs. Then, at the second step, every two regions
is examined, which means

(

48

2

)

runs, and at the third step,

every three regions, which means
(

48

3

)

runs, and finally ev-

ery four regions, which means
(

48

4

)

runs. Therefore, totally
213,052 runs are required. Consider the longest scan-chain
has 42 scan-cells. So, 42 clock cycles are needed for ini-
tialization of design and in the following 42 clock cycles for
scanning-in vectors, and finally 42 clock cycles for scanning-
out scan chains. Scanning-out and initialization can be the
same, and totally each run needs 84 clock cycles. Hence,

totally 84× 10−6

250
× 213, 052 = 0.07 second is required to test

design.

Figure 5 shows the new organization of scan chains in
s838 benchmark after performing our layout-aware scan-cell
reordering. In this design, the scan cells are grouped into
two regions, N=2, as if the circuit is divided by 2 based on
the location of the cells, assuming that there are two power
ports in the circuit one on the top and the other on the
bottom shown as power port 1 and 2 in the figure. Note
that, in this paper, hereafter, term “power port” is used to
represent power pad and C4 bump.

To evaluate the effectiveness of scan-cell reordering in
limiting switching activity in any target region, benchmark
s38417 with 6497 components consisting of 1564 flip-flops
and 4933 gates is selected for further analysis. Scan cells are
grouped into N=48 scan chains using our layout-aware scan-
cell reordering method. The simulation is run four times and
each run consists of three patterns and each pattern 42 vec-
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Figure 6: The percentage of switching activity in each region
of s38417 after running four simulations. Each region is
shown as (Run1, Run2, Run3, Run4) #N , where N is region
number.

tors. The first pattern initializes all scan chains with ‘0’.
The second pattern applies random ‘0’ and ‘1’ to scan chain
19 while ‘0’ to the other scan chains. Four different patterns
are used in four runs. The third pattern scans out the scan
chains while scanning in ‘0’. To increase randomness, the
circuit is always set in scan mode by keeping scan-enable
input active. The percentage of activity in each region is
reported in Figure 6 as (Run1, Run2, Run3, Run4). The
results clearly indicate that in all four cases switching activ-
ities are mostly limited to the region covered by scan chain
number 19 while other regions are kept inactive.

4 Switching Localization Impact on Trojan

Detection Strategies

Power consumption of a Trojan is expected to be negligi-
ble compared to the circuit under authentication when Tro-
jan is small. Hence, to improve Trojan detection, the ratio
of Trojan-to-circuit power consumption must be increased.

The power consumption of a circuit is defined as
p(t) = i(t) × v(t) where i(t) is the amount of current which
is drawn from power source by switching cells and v(t) is the
voltage of power source. In a Trojan-inserted circuit extra
power consumption, relative to original design, is expected.
To magnify the impact of Trojan using power-analysis-based

method, Trojan power consumption must be a measurable
portion of the circuit power consumption in presence of vari-
ations and measurement noise.

Assume that the design consists of M components and K

power ports. Each component of circuit impacts the power
ports in proportion to their distance from the power ports,
i.e., the closer the component is to a power port the more
impact it will have on the power port. Therefore, the power
measured from power port k (PPk) can be stated as

PPPk−trojan−free =

M
∑

1

diPcomp#i

where di denotes the distance of component i from PPPk,
and Pcomp#i is the amount of power consumed by the ith
component.

Any extra cell as Trojan impacts each power port and
increases PPPk. When the entire design is activated, the ra-
tio of Trojan-to-circuit power consumption (TCP ) at power
port k (PPk) is

TCPPPk =
dtrojanPtrojan

∑M

1 diPcomp#i + dtrojanPtrojan

TCPPPk would be negligible when either Trojan is far
from PPk or many components are active at the same time.
Therefore, it is expected that TCP increases by activating
only a part of the design. If design is divided into N regions,
the Trojan-to-circuit power consumption at PPk will change
to

TCPPPk =
dtrojanPtrojan

∑N

1 dregion#nPregion#n + dtrojanPtrojan

where dregion#n is the average distance of region n from
PPk, dregion#n is a function of the distances of components
located in region n, and Pregion#n is the amount of power
consumed by the nth region. Here, the assumption is that
there is no information about the Trojans power consump-
tion since the size and type of Trojan is unknown. Generat-
ing transitions in a target region and keeping other regions
idle can increase Trojan-to-circuit power consumption ratio
since it reduces the amount of circuit power consumption. In
other words, since only one out of N regions is active during
power-based analysis, TCPPPk would significantly increase.

As an example, a Trojan consisting of a NAND2x1 and
an INVx1, where the output of NAND is the input of INV, is
inserted into an unused space in s38417 layout. The Trojan
is very small compared to the circuit size (about 0.0076%).
Two Trojan-inserted designs are generated: (1) Without re-
ordered scan-cells and (2) With reordered scan-cells. In the
original design, without scan-cells reordered, all scan chains
are fed randomly at the same time. Figure 7(a) shows the
ratio of Trojan-to-circuit power consumption (TCP ). The
TCP ratio is 0.0026. In reordered scan-cells design only one
scan chain surrounding Trojan cells is fed by random pat-
terns. Figure 7(b) shows the results obtained after applying
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Figure 7: Trojan-to-circuit power consumption (a) without
scan-cells reordering and (b) with scan-cells reordering.

random inputs to the scan chain in the target region. The
results show that the TCP ratio increases by about 5 times
(0.0103 on average).

5 Process Variations

Process variations have raised serious concerns in
nanometer regime. Parameters such as device geometry,
dopant density, threshold voltage, channel length, and oxide
thickness determine delay characteristic and power profile of
a design. Process variations must be considered in Trojan
detection methods that rely on side-channel signals analysis.
As in [17], process variations can either help or harden the
Trojan detection process.

The following two scenarios will make the Trojan detec-
tion more difficult when considering process variations:

1. When process variations in Trojan-free circuit increase
the transient current. This will make the current mea-
sured from a Trojan-free circuit closer to that of the
Trojan-inserted circuit. It is recommended to obtain
a large number of Trojan-free ICs so that a more ac-
curate average impact of process variations on circuit
power can be obtained.

2. When the process variations in Trojan-inserted circuit
decrease the current consumption. This will also make
the current measured from the Trojan-inserted circuit
closer to that of the Trojan-free circuit.

Similarly, the scenario that helps make the Trojan detec-
tion process easier is:

1. When process variations in Trojan-inserted circuit in-
crease the current consumption.

We acknowledge that process variations should be con-
sidered, in practice, during Trojan detection. However, in
the following section, the experimental results are presented
only to evaluate our proposed scan-cell reordering method.

It is expected that process variations impacts decrease by
activating a small portion of a design since fewer components
are active at any clock cycle relative to the entire design.

Figure 8: The charge difference accumulation of circuits con-
taining Trojan circuit 1 using local and global activations.

6 Experimental Results

In this paper, functional-type Trojan circuits are targeted
for detection [10], i.e. combinational or sequential Trojans.
Parametric-type Trojans [10], which are realized through
thinning of a wire or weakening of a transistor, are not con-
sidered here. Trojan cells can be put together in one place
(tight) or scattered across the layout (lose) [10]. In this pa-
per both kinds of distribution are addressed. In [11][13][17]
we were able to effectively detect Trojan circuits as small as
few NAND gates in presence of process variations. In this
paper, the examined Trojan circuits’ size is about 0.005% of
the entire design and they are mostly just one NAND gate.

To evaluate the effectiveness of scan-cell reordering on
detecting Trojans, different Trojan circuits are inserted in
s38417 layout which is divided into 48 regions. In the follow-
ing subsections, we present the results of analyzing different
cases: two small combinational Trojan circuits, a sequential
Trojan with just one flip-flop, the impact of Trojan on a
power port in relation with their distance, distributed Tro-
jan detection, and the impact of neighboring cells to Trojan
on its detection.

In this section, we use term “local activation” for apply-
ing patterns to a target region when using reordered scan
cells and term “global activation” when traditional scan-cell
insertion is used. As mentioned earlier, random patterns
are applied in a test-per-clock fashion. To compare local
activation and global activation, the accumulation of charge
differences is obtained from the first time when there is a
transition in Trojan circuit. In addition, the term “vector
index” indicates the number of clock cycles after the first
transition in Trojan circuit. For the figures, the x axis shows
the vector index, and y axis shows the integration of charge
difference ∆Q between Trojan-inserted and Trojan-free cir-
cuits for both local and global activations.

6.1 Combinational Trojans

Two Trojan circuits are inserted into s38417 layout which
is divided into 48 regions. Inputs of the first level of Tro-
jan circuits are the outputs of a scan cell and an AOI21x1
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gate. Any other placement of the Trojan would give similar
results.

Trojan circuit 1 consists of only one NAND2x1 gate
whose size is 0.0042% of the design. Figure 8 compares the
effectiveness of local activation to global activations. The re-
sults show that after applying the same number of random
patterns, local activation results in 3 times more charge dif-
ference than global activation.

Trojan circuit 2 consists of one NAND2x1 gate and
one INV2x1 and Trojan size is 0.0076% of the circuit. Fig-
ure 9 presents the results of global and local activations in
this case. The results show localizing switch activity using
scan-cell reordering results in about 4 times more charge
difference than activating the entire circuit.

6.2 Sequential Trojan

Any sequential Trojan circuit needs clock to drive its flip-
flops. Therefore, sequential Trojan circuits consume power
even when there is not any transition at the outputs of Tro-
jan cells. Thus, without applying any patterns charge dif-
ference between Trojan-free and Trojan-inserted circuits can
be measured and analyzed. In this experiment, only one D
flip-flop Trojan is inserted. Its D-input is intentionally stuck
at ‘1’ to measure the impact of inserted Trojan flip-flop on
clock-tree power consumption.

Figure 10(a) shows that there is significant charge differ-
ence due to extra load on clock tree coming from wiring and
Trojan clock input gate. Further, the results indicate that
there is not any difference between global activation and lo-
cal activation since no pattern is being applied. To study the
impact of applying pattern, only region 46 of Figure 6 where
Trojan is inserted is activated in local activation whereas the
entire design is activated in global activation. The results, in
Figure 10(b), show that charge difference is decreased about
30% in global activations while it remains roughly the same
in local activation.

Figure 9: The charge difference accumulation of circuits con-
taining Trojan circuit 2 using local and global activations.

Figure 10: The charge difference accumulation of circuits
with D flip-flop Trojan (a) when no pattern is applied and
(b) when a pattern is applied.

6.3 Analyzing the Impact of Trojan Location

This experiment studies the impact of Trojans on a power
port in relation with their distance in local activation. In a
region in s38417 layout, two power ports on the right and
left sides of the region are assumed. Three NAND2x1 Tro-
jan gates are inserted in the region: one of them (Trojan
A) is placed in one row and the two others (Trojan B and
Trojan C) are placed in another row. Trojan A is closer
to the left power port, Trojan B is roughly at the middle
of two power ports, and Trojan C is closer to right power
port. Three experiments are run, and only one Trojan is
activated in each experiment. The impact of each Trojan
on two power ports is then individually studied. To focus
on the distance parameter in charge consumption of Trojan
cells, for all three NAND2x1 Trojan gates, one input is al-
ways ‘1’ and the other input is connected to the output of
one of scan cells in the region.

Figure 11 shows the impact of Trojan A on left and right
power ports. Clearly the results show that Trojan A has
more impact on closer power port (left one). To further
analyze Trojan distance parameter from power ports, both
Trojans B and C are placed in one row. Since both Trojans
are connected to the same power line, the RC characteristic
of their power lines are close. Therefore, their placements
on the row and so their distances from power ports more
strongly determine the amount of their impacts on power
ports. Figure 12 shows the impact of Trojan B on the two

Figure 11: The impact of Trojan A on power ports.
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Figure 12: The impact of Trojan B on power ports.

power ports. As Trojan B is approximately located at the
middle of row, it has almost same impact on both power
ports. Impact of Trojan C on two power ports is presented
in Figure 13. As it is expected Trojan C has more impact
on right power port than left power port since it is closer to
the right power port.

Note that to analyze Trojan location impact on power
ports we inserted the Trojan close to a scan flip-flop, thus
Trojan is highly active. However, decreasing the number of
transitions at Trojan output will not change the trend in the
reported results.

6.4 Distributed Trojan

This experiment is to demonstrate the effectiveness of lo-
cal activation over global activation in detecting distributed
Trojans. In this experiment, two NAND2x1 Trojan cells,
Trojan A and Trojan B, are inserted in regions number 1
and 48 in Figure 6, respectively. The output of Trojan A is
one of inputs of Trojan B. The other input of Trojan B is
connected to the output of a scan cell in region 48. The two
inputs of Trojan A are ‘1’ and output of a scan cell in region
1.

In global activation, the entire circuit is activated by ap-

Figure 13: The impact of Trojan C on power ports.

Figure 14: The charge difference of distributed Trojan with
two NAND gates in global activation and regions 1 and 48
activation together.

Figure 15: The charge difference of distributed Trojan with
two NAND gates when the two regions are activated indi-
vidually.

plying random patterns to all scan chains. Figure 14 shows
the charge difference accumulation between Trojan-inserted
and Trojan-free. Then only regions 1 and 48 are activated.
In Figure 14 the results show that by reducing activity of
circuit and limiting switching to the target regions, Trojan
impact can be increased. In this case, the results show about
10% more charge difference relative to the first case. Finally,
it is expected to see more impact of Trojans on power profile
by activating each region separately. In this case, regions 1
and 48 are activated one by one. Figure 15 shows the ac-
cumulative charge difference in each region and the sum of
charge differences. The results show there is about (i) 16%
more charge difference in this case relative to the case where
the two regions are activated together and (ii) 28% relative
to the case where the entire circuit is activated.
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Figure 16: The power ratio of high transition density (16)
region over low transition density region (43).

6.5 Analyzing the Impact of Transition Den-
sity

The transition density of a region where Trojan is inserted
directly impacts Trojan detection. A region with high transi-
tion density can lower the Trojan-to-circuit power consump-
tion (TCP). Contradictory, Trojan impact would be more
significant in a region with low transition density. To eval-
uate region transition density impact on Trojan detection,
regions 16 and 43 of Figure 6 with different transition densi-
ties are selected. Figure 16 shows the power ratio of region
16 (with high transition density) over region 43 (with low
transition density). On average, region 16 consumes about
7 times more power than region 43. One Trojan NAND2x1
gate is inserted in each region, and one input of Trojan gate
is ‘1’ and the other input is connected to the output of one
of scan cells in corresponding region. The results in Figure
17 show that Trojan impact in the low transition region 43 is
about 3 times more than that of the high transition density
region 16.

Figure 17: The impact of transition density of a region in
which Trojan is inserted on its detection.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented a new layout-aware scan-cell re-
ordering method to limit switching activity to a specific re-
gion. The results showed that switching in most of non-
target regions can be reduced significantly. It was also
shown that it is possible to increase the ratio of Trojan-to-
circuit power consumption by decreasing design contribution
to the total power using the proposed method. By localiz-
ing switching and using current integration method which
is measured from each power port individually, the experi-
mental results showed that Trojan impact on circuit tran-
sient power can be increased significantly making it easier
to detect smaller Trojans in presence of process variations.
We will be working on adding process variations to our flow
using Monte Carlo simulation and the results of Trojan de-
tection in presence of variations will be presented in the final
version of the paper, if the paper is accepted for publication
in ITC’2009.
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